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Foreword
We are off to a good start this year with lots of great achievements set ahead of us. The world
is changing at such an accelerated rate. Nevertheless, SJIS has never lagged behind. We have
always been at par and never have failed to excel to greater heights. So dear SJIS family, we
will kick start our bulletin this month with some interesting news for all of you to keep a tab
on it.

Principal’s Forwarded Message
It was a jubilant moment when our prestigious
Campus 2 had opened its doors to the delight of
our Upper Secondary students of Year 10 and 11.
The campus also holds a Pre-University Centre
which exudes the charm of modern amenities and
a wisdom hall or library which is located at our
luxurious at Level 16. It’s the hallmark for our
academic excellence. Not forgetting the ICT and
well-equipped Science labs.

Our Chinese New Year dinner was held on the
18th February 2019 at Campus 2. SJIS has a
reputable history of fostering a great bond with the
different diversity of cultures and backgrounds
that are present in our Malaysian setting.
Nevertheless, SJIS has taken this opportunity to
foster a communal spirit by hosting a Chinese
New Year dinner for the parents. The dinner was
a success, attended by a majority of the parents.
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On The Academic Front
SJIS is a hallmark for excellent scholastic tradition and that
has been proven in our upcoming A Levels Oct/Nov 2018
results. The table on the right depicts the percentage of
passes obtained from each subject which was quite
astounding. Economics had a whooping clean sweep of
100% passes!
How do you get straight A’s? Answer - use a ruler……Well,
not exactly. It takes a lot of hard work. From the lot 3 of our
straight A students were Aaliya Fatima Binti Marzuki, Zoe
Chan Chi Shi and Chong Kai Xiang.

Subject

Percentage

Biology
Chemistry
Physics
Business Studies
Mathematics
Accounting
Economics

90%
91%
94%
90%
84%
75%
100%

All the three had a goal in mind, for being fully focussed and consistent throughout their
study life. Their goal was set the day they were enrolled into A Levels.
As we all know, A Levels is quite a challenging hurdle to cross but that did not deter them to
achieve their goals. They worked doubly hard and all that hard work paid off in the end. We
at SJIS wish them all the best in their future undertakings.
SJIS Cream of The Crop
Wang Eugene
Brandon Tan Qi Loong
Cheow Kai Xin
Daryl Chong Meng
Low Yue Tong
Ng Wai Zhung

11A’s
10A’s
9A’s
9A’s
8A’s
8A’s

The A’s score is 41% and the overall credit percentage for the
IGSCE is 82%.
The A’s score is 41% and the overall credit percentage for the
IGSCE is 82%. The table on the left depicts our cream of the
crop.
From the results obtained, Wang Eugene is our best student by
obtaining 11A’s! Truly a proud moment for SJIS, the day the
results were announced.

As an icing to the cake, for our beloved students, there is an offering of 50% bursary to IGCSE
students enrolling into A Levels at our Pre-University Centre. Hence, we hope our students
will grab this golden opportunity to further enhance their education level.

In Sports News
Vince Lombardi once said ‘Winners never quit and quitters never win’. As we mull over the
quote, sports not only promote team spirit but leadership qualities are also instilled. We can see
that SJIS sportsmanship spirit has been emulated by our students by training and maintaining
self-discipline.
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As such, our under 18 male category Table
Tennis team displayed their smashing skills
and agility by winning the Silver Medal,
whereas the under 15 male category secured a
Bronze Medal at the MSSWP 2019 from the
11th till the 13th January.

Great satisfaction is derived when you not
only leave your opponent far behind but all
that hard training that has been put in finally pays off with a gold medal. Our inspired future
Olympic runner is none other than Kim Jun Hao who brought SJIS into the limelight, when he
won a Gold Medal for the 1500m and 3000m respectively. The track and field competition was
held on the 28th till the 30th January 2019. For the past four consecutive years Kim Jun Hao is
known for participating in the track and field events.
Running is a sport that you have to constantly
train on the tracks to build the stamina and speed.
Besides, running on the tracks, Kim Jun Hao also
took part and won the Cross Country competition
which was held on the 24th of January 2019. With
that victory, he has been chosen to represent
Kuala Lumpur in the next cross country
competition which will be held on the 7th of
March. This indeed is a proud moment for SJIS.
On the other hand, his twin brother, Kim Jun Han,
bagged the Silver Medal in the 1500m. Both the
twin brothers shared the same groove.

Our smashing victory was displayed by our badminton teams, when both our under 15 boys’
doubles: Tan Jing Kai and Lim Eu Jin; Wong Zhi and Ng Jovan played remarkably well and
owned the Bronze Medal. As for the under 15 Singles boys team, Ang Xi Hang too won the
Bronze Medal. Our under 18 team also was not lagging behind when, the singles, Lam E Heng
and Bryan Liaw secured the Bronze Medal together with our girls, Hazel Lai and Felicia who
played singles in the competition. Nevertheless, SJIS’s spirit was once again boosted when
Roshan under 18 male category who played remarkably well came in second place and bagged
the Silver medal in the Badminton tournament which was held on the 12th till the 15th January
2019
The Club Scene
Clubbing the club is a stress buster, where students are able to interact and do projects or display
their talents. The activities designed by the respective teachers allow them to mingle and work
as a team.
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To curb with the ever growing number of
students, SJIS has added 5 more clubs to
the existing 20 clubs bringing it to a total
of 25 clubs. The 5 additional clubs are the
Science, Mathematics, Production Arts,
Drone Technology and Malaysian
Traditional Games clubs. SJIS very own
Drone Technology club was launched on
the 8th January 2019 at Campus 2, hall.
This was a collaborative effort with SG
Group of Education. On top of being
thrilling, maniputable, and modifiable,
drones provide students with hands on
experience. Once immersed in the drone
experience, not only it has a beneficial impact
on students learning but will set them up for the
extensive future of drones from career
opportunities, technical functionality and check
marks on employer applications. As we all
know, we are in the Age of Technology and
students have to keep up with the world’s
innovations. Therefore, providing our students
a leg-up in the technical career race is vital.
Teaching and learning via the drone technology will excel our students to face challenges to
the world’s fastest-growing technology.
The SJIS Mathematics team participated in Singapore Mathematics Global team (SINGA) from
the 17th November 2018 to 19th
November 2018. Wayan Wong Jian
Wei, a Year 10 student, won the
Silver award for the individual
Category and Brandon Tan, Year 11
won the Bronze, while Ewan Koay
Chien Liang from year 11 walked
away with a Gold award. Following
our incentive plan, a gold award or
its equivalent received RM1500 and
a Silver award received RM1000.
This marked an honourable moment
for the SJIS Mathematician team
and we look for forward to more
gold achievers in the future.
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SJIS can once again boasts about their debating team, during the Oxbridge Debate forum
organised by Kolej Tuanku Ja’afar. A total number of 11 debaters took part in the forum and
after presenting their points only 3
students were chosen to represent
each council and after the debating
session was over, resulting a win
led
by
Visaghan’s
team.
Participating over a period of four
years consecutively has given a
good basis and exposure to our
SJIS debating team. Bravo to our
debaters and SJIS hopes for more
wins in our next coming years.

The happening in SJIS
Aristotle once said that, “Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at
all”. Even when we impart our education we are at par with the advancement in technology
and globalisation.
Our upcoming event will be the award
ceremony. SJIS’s holistic education approach
enclaved with the updated pedagogical
knowledge and methodology, promotes values
of respect for all, accompanied by a sense of
responsibility. Apart from that, SJIS has proven
once again to the point of excellence introspect
to promoting good discipline and strong
student-faculty relationship through sports and
clubs.

In line with our Professional Development,
SJIS is constantly on the lookout for new
ideas and methodology. Like the saying goes,
‘Education is not the filling pail, but the
lighting of a fire’. The academician, Professor
Dato’Dr. Rajendran, who specialises in the
area of higher-order thinking skills (HOTS)
in language classrooms in line with Bloom’s
Taxonomy, has given fabulous sessions with
all the teachers to enhance their teaching
skills. In the second part of the training, our
SJIS teachers were further exposed to
managing the classroom, students’ interaction and communication and environment.
As teachers, professionalism and ethics are salient for being a good role model and in the
teaching and learning.
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Precious moments caught on camera lives on forever in the mind. It unfolds our imagination
and gives life to our thoughts. It unleashes a wide spectrum for creativity. The 2019 magazine
session has started with the photography shoot, for our upcoming yearly magazine. Students
and staff were rather excited and gave their best pose. The excitement was felt and as for the
students it was an added list down memory lane. The schedule with the dates have been set for
the photo shoot and SJIS students are quite excited about the session as each and every one of
them wants to look at, their best. It was a fun filled day and everyone was in a joyful mood.

Finale
Thus marks, SJIS’s monthly bulletin wrap up. To those teams who did not make it this time
around not to despair because failure is the key word to success. It has been a good head start
for the year and let us add more feathers to SJIS’s cap in the coming months. From the SJIS’s
bulletin desk, good luck for the upcoming examination and we will ensure that SJIS is a topper
all the way.
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